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Stealing the Network: How to Own the BoxSyngress Publishing, 2003
Stealing the Network: How to Own the Box is a unique book in the fiction department.
It combines stories that are fictional with technology that is real.While
none of these specific events have happened, there is no reason why they could
not.You could argue it provides a roadmap for criminal hackers, but I say it does
something...
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7 Secrets to Beauty, Health, and LongevityBallantine Books, 2006

	He has shown us how to smooth our wrinkles, and helped us slim down without feeling deprived. Now #1 New York Times bestselling author Dr. Nicholas Perricone gives us an anti-aging program that unveils the miracle of cellular rejuvenation. These seven powerful strategies are not only easy to follow but present a plan for total health designed...
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No B.S. Marketing To the AffluentEntrepreneur Press, 2008

	Here it is: no warm Â‘n fuzziesÂ—just hard-core strategies from real world trenchesÂ…for successfully repositioning your business, products, services and yourself to attract customers or clients for whom price is NOT a determining factor in their purchasing. The TRUTH is it takes no more work to attract customers/clients from the...
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Multi-Mode / Multi-Band RF Transceivers for Wireless Communications: Advanced Techniques, Architectures, and TrendsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Current and future mobile terminals become increasingly complex because they have

	to deal with a variety of frequency bands and communication standards. Achieving

	multi-band/multi-mode functionality is especially challenging for the radio frequency

	(RF)-transceiver section, due to limitations in terms of frequency-agile RF components...
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Macworld DVD Studio Pro Bible (With DVD-ROM)John Wiley & Sons, 2001
The DVD StudioPro Bible is the authoritative and comprehensive guide creating professional-quality DVDs using Apple's revolutionary new killer app, DVD Studio Pro. This book features easily accessible information for beginners (including a QuickStart for immediate results), advanced tips and techniques for pros, and extensive professional...
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Technology-Supported Environments for Personalized Learning: Methods and Case Studies (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2009
Responding to the specific needs of each student, personalized learning has the potential to refocus education on the individual rather than the institution. Technology-Supported Environments for Personalized Learning: Methods and Case Studies explores the metaphor of anytime and anywhere individual education as well as the idea of...
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The Distance Education Evolution: Issues and Case StudiesInformation Science Publishing, 2003
The Distance Education Evolution: Case Studies addresses issues regarding the development and design of online courses, and the implementation and evaluation of an online learning program. Several chapters include design strategies for online courses that range from the specific to the universal. Many authors address pedagogical issues from both a...
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Mass Spectrometry in Biophysics : Conformation and Dynamics of BiomoleculesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
The first systematic summary of biophysical mass spectrometry techniques      

Recent advances in mass spectrometry (MS) have pushed the frontiers of analytical chemistry into the biophysical laboratory.  As a result, the biophysical community's acceptance of MS-based methods, used to study protein higher-order structure and dynamics,...
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Practical R for Mass Communication and Journalism (Chapman & Hall/CRC The R Series)CRC Press, 2018

	
		Imagine you’ve received a large spreadsheet with messy but important data, and you know it’s got a story to
	
		tell. You spend lots of time cutting and pasting, writing formulas, and data “cleaning.” One problem you’re
	
		fixing is multiple versions of the same company’s name: XYZ, XYZ Inc., X...
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Polysaccharide based Nano-Biocarrier in Drug DeliveryCRC Press, 2018

	With the growing awareness of drug-induced diseases in the last few decades, the trend of phar

	maceutical research had shifted to drug targeting. The research community seems to be fascinated

	with idea of delivering drugs at an optimal rate to their exact site of action. Once considered wishful

	thinking, nanotechnology has made this...
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Weight Training-4th Edition: Steps to Success (Steps to Success Activity Series)Human Kinetics, 2011

	Take the guesswork out of strength training and understand the details of proper exercise technique, weight loads, and reps. The no-nonsense approach of Weight Training: Steps to Success has guided more than 200,000 readers to their strength training goals and it will do the same for you.


	Combining the experience of strength...
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The Ethics of Computer GamesMIT Press, 2009
Despite the emergence of computer games as a dominant cultural industry (and the accompanying emergence of computer games as the subject of scholarly research), we know little or nothing about the ethics of computer games. Considerations of the morality of computer games seldom go beyond intermittent portrayals of them in the mass media as training...
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